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IMPORTANCE OF YOGA TO ELIMINATE  
STRESS IN MODERN LIFE STYLE 

 
R. lakshminarayana 
 
     

        Yogic practices have been practiced for thousands of years mainly for the sake 
of the final goal of liberation from the cycle of rebirth and the pain associated with it. 
These practices were intended to influence the mind more than the body. 
         Yoga is becoming popular in different parts of the world. For the restless mind, 
it gives solace of the sick, it is a boon for a common man, it is the fashion of the day 
to keep himself fit and beautiful. Because of its rational basis, the modern medical 
system has replaced almost all the traditional system of medicine in different parts of 
this globe. It has proved itself most effective in saving man from the fatal hands of 
contagious and infectious diseases. However, new wide spread psychosomatic 
ailments are posing a great challenge to the modern medical system. It is here that 
yoga appears to make a vital contribution to the modern medical system. 
          A healthy individual must have all tissues and organs of the body developed 
properly.  The ancient masters of yoga were fully aware of the maxim “healthy mind 
in a healthy body”, and hence it is that they developed a masterly system of practices 
which takes care of all the tissues of the body and their functions in a super manner. 
           Maintenance of bodily health depends on two factors namely, supply of 
nourishment in ample amounts and the quick removal of waste materials which are 
produced in the tissues as a result of metabolic activity, and the tissues get increased 
supply of blood, oxygen, and the nutrients. 
 

(a). Stress-Induced problems and their management: 
 

(i).Stress according to modern perception: 
         Stress has far reaching consequences and has percolated into all aspects of our 
modern life. Stress is responsible for restlessness, social disharmony, student unrest, 
family conflicts apart from a series of other psychosomatic ailments and psychiatric 
problems. 
(ii). Stress induced ailments: 
         Today, man is subjected to a large number of stressful situations in the modern 
fast way of life and his balance is frequently disturbed. The system is constantly kept 
under sympathetic stimulation without enough time for the parasympathetic to do its 
job. This repeated sympathetic stimulations lead to intermittent upsurges of heat rate, 
blood pressure, poor digestion, elevated blood glucose etc. When this happens over a 
number of years it becomes a habit for the heart and the blood vessels to remain in a 
stimulated state and they lose the capacity to come back to the resting levels. This is 
the main cause for the increasing incidence  of high blood pressure and diabetes 
among people today.
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          The other factor that is important in maintaining the homeostasis is the balance between physical and mental 
activities. Man can maintain good health only when he takes regular physical exercise as in the form of walking and 
playing. This balance again is tilted in the modern man who has much more to do at the mental level and very little 
at the physical level. Today there are so many aids that he does not need to work hard physically for his living. He 
cannot find time for sports etc., to keep himself fit as he many other more demanding problems to solve at the 
mental level in his mad rush to adapt to the fast world. Thus, he neither has time for resting or relaxing to set right 
the autonomic stimulations nor has he for exercises to maintain his balance. 
       When the homeostasis is disturbed, the nature of the personality and the hereditary pre-dispositions, these 
disturbances may show up initially in the mind as restlessness leading to insomnia. Lack of sleep could itself cause 
several diseases in course of time. 
 

(iii). Concept of stress and its management according to yoga: 
 

        Stress accordimg to yoga imbalance. Imbalance is misery. At the mental and physical levels, it is excessive 
speed and thus a demanding situation which causes pain and leads to ailments and diseases. Imbalances at the 
emotional level manifest as upsurges which are caused by strong likes and dislikes. At the psychlological level the 
imbalances lead to conflicts and often manifest as petty and narrow ego-centric behavior. Lack of holistic 
knowledge and a balanced outlook, at the subtle levels are responsible for imbalance found at gross levels. 
        Stress is studied and understood at the physical body level by modern medical system as an imbalance of the 
neuro-endocrine system and the neuro-transmitter level. Emotional imbalance in the form of strong likes and 
dislikes bring about imbalances in prana (the vital energy) in the pranayama kosa which percolates to the annamaya 
kosa causing stress symptoms and hazards. 
      The great sage patanjali uses the term (klesa) which apply describes stress. In this text”yoga sutras” (yoga 
aphorisms) the klesas have been described thus.  This ‘Avidya leads to further thinking and we start limiting 
ourselves. Constriction, Pressurisation or stress in built up. 
       Thus the concept of stress is presented in a most comprehensive way form the subtlest level (ignorance) to its 
most gross manifestation infatuated action with mad rush and no-discrimination by patanjali. He proposed the 
techniques of yoga for reducing stress, may for thinning of the klesas .  
        (Resort to yoga for thinning of the klesas and achieving higher states of consciousness featured by lesser 
stresses and emergence of greater capacities). 
  

(iⅴ). Priniciples of stress management: 
 

        The yogic way of management of stress, is totally holistic, and is based on an understanding of the concept of 
stress, as presented earlier. It is not enough, if we work at the physical level(annamaya kosa) alone to reduce stress, 
it is mandatory to bring a balance at all the other levels, pranamaya, manomaya and vijnanamaya kosa too. This is 
the total approach used in yoga. 
        The stress accumulated at the body level as stiffness of joints and spasms of muscles can be released by the 
practice of yogaasansas which are congenial postures of the body to help in calming down the mind. Slow 
movements help in combating the rush from within. Rhythmic breathing and the breath-slowing process of 
pranayama bring a balance at the pranic level. Retaining awareness and relaxation throughout the practice helps to 
gain mastery over the mental processes and thus eliminate imbalances at the Manomaya kosa level. 
         The initial set of “do’s and don’ts” (Yama and Niyama) help us to prepare ourselves and if followed with 
complete seriousness can themselves lead us to the highest level- yogaasanas, the most commonly used facet of 
yoga (to an extent, YOGA has become almost synonymous with yogasanas are such congenial postures of the body 
which automatically restore the balance of the impaired homeostasis and brings tranquility to the mind. The rush of 
the senses towards their objects is brought under control by the technique of pratyahara which in essence ‘slows 
down’ the innate rush of the mind, by developing an awareness during the pre-interaction phase of the senses with 
their objects. These five Limbs-Yama, Niyama, Asanas, Pranayama and Pratyahara enhance the will power 
inbuilt at our physical and   physiological levels. 
         The last three limbs –Dharana (focusing the mind on any chosen thought), Dhyana (Meditation 
featured by single thought, slowness wakefulness, expansiveness and energy conservation) and Samadhi( 
a process of shifting to a deeper layer of consciousness where the seer-seen and the process of seeing 
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merge together) enhance the will-power at the mental level. Thus the eight-limbed Astanga yoga caters to 
the entire Body-Mind complex and hence is called the king among the Yogas-RAJA YOGA. In facing the 
challenge of stress, these techniques of harnessing the will can work wonders. 
      The secret of action or the karma yoga offers this very art. Using this we learn the art of ‘Working in 
Relaxation’ with total ‘Awareness in action. Not losing sight of the innate bliss and poise , the path of 
work teaches us to interact in society judiciously and effectively. Application of the karma yoga 
techniques help to reduce the accumulation of tension and stress and thus makes the possibility of a 
tension-free life a reality. 
      Thus yoga, which develops the personality physically, mentally and emotionally from a holistic 
perspective, offers a total and comprehensive approach to the challenges posed by stress.  
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